Principal’s Message

The countdown to the end of term 2 is on for us all. Teachers are busy writing the students reports giving an account on how your child is progressing at Rowland Hassall School.

Achievements

To celebrate and reward those students who have shown that they can control their behaviour and not be involved in bullying we will have a reward day—Go-karts. Permission notes will go home for those students who have earned the right to go.

Winter

As winter comes upon us it is the season for colds and the flu. If your child is unlucky to catch either of these or any other virus, the best action is to keep them at home so they can rest and not spread the germs to others.

School Uniform

It is great to see so many of our students wearing the uniform. Please remember that the jacket is also part of the uniform and the school has them in stock for your child to wear on cold days.

Mornings

Our morning activities seem to go popular with our students. We have the following: School café—for simple breakfast for all; Gym—a bit of fitness to start the day; basketball—to get the body moving; quite space—time to catch up with school mates; Miss Ewa’s relaxation session—to help prepare the mind for school and teach calmness.

Social Worker

We have again working at our school Kristy Innes at Social Worker, who can help and support you. Kristy can provide with parenting teenagers for example and ran very successful course last year. Also any other issues to do with family and or personal. Contact Kristy on a Friday at school, just phone the office.

Thanks

Thanks to parents and carers who have supported us in workinging with their child to change behaviour in a positive way. It is very pleasing to see so many of our students acting and behaving so well, and making the right positive choices.

As always please ring and make time if you have any concerns or want to discuss any issue with me.

Jim Myers

Diary Dates:

Tue 24th June: Go Kart Excursion
Fri 27th June: End of Term 2

Website: www.rowlandhass.schoo ls.nsw.edu.au

Attendance

Attendance registers are taken daily and recorded. Please contact the school if your child is away due to illness or for any other reason. Attendance registers are also regularly checked by our Home School Liaison Officer.
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Canberra Trip!

On Monday 2 June a lucky group of students were selected to travel to Canberra with Ms Ewa and Mr Greg from the Waratah Centre. Those students were Harley-Jack Sidebottom, Christian Wilde and Daniel Kuschert. Activities on the trip included Go-Karting, All You Can Eat for Dinner and a visit to Questacon science museum. Everybody had an amazing time! A big thank you to Mr Greg for including us on this amazing trip!
We're Lovin' It!

On Tuesday we continued our delicious investigation to find out if the burgers were better at Hungry Jacks. We ventured to Merrylands to go to Maccas.

There, we purchased two quarter pounder burgers for the price of $10. It took 2 minutes and 10 seconds for our order to be ready for collection.

Whilst we thought that the burger was scrumptious, we are really excited to sink our teeth into the burgers next week at Grill'd, Parramatta.

CHRISTIAN IN THE CAPITAL!

Oz Wide News welcomes our very own Christian Wilde back from his trip to the ACT.

From his exciting recount of the experience we have discovered that they drove go karts, visited Questacon and showed respect at the Australian War Memorial.

The boys in Oz Wide News are eagerly trying to earn their points to attend the Snow Excursion coming up with Mr Greg!
GLOBETROTTERS

MEASURING - HOW MANY MLS ARE THERE REALLY IN A CUP?

AIM – To find out how much each cup actually holds.

METHOD – Each student chose a cup. They then used a measuring jug to fill their cup to capacity. Each student had to record how many mls it took to fill their cup. They wrote their results on the whiteboard in the kitchen.

RESULTS – George’s cup held 635 mls
            Kevin’s cup held 250 mls
            Jamie’s cup held 770 mls
            Burcu’s cup held 225 mls

CONCLUSION – Which one did you pick? We bet you picked George’s cup, but Jamie’s held the most because it is a little wider and almost the same height.

Globetrotters continue to work on practical volume and capacity lessons such as our cup experiment and measuring liquids in TAS lessons. Everyone has been working hard on building their addition and subtraction skills, able to complete 3 and 4 digit sums with great success. We enjoyed an exciting Community Access day on Tuesday (Mrs Muller finally getting the bus out of the busy school car park!!!!!), meeting up with George and Jamie at Carlingford Court. This was George’s first time travelling without a staff member – Jamie was there for support. Both boys had a successful bus trip, arriving just as the rest of Globetrotters entered the shopping centre.

Next week George is taking the ultimate step – being totally independent, travelling the same route to Carlingford Court.
Lifestylers have been doing really well in class – we have been continuing on our Wednesday fishing adventures and work experience. We are all enjoying the new morning routine, we love meditation and gym. Miss Kleppen is off to Bali for the last 2 weeks of school but we will be having Mr Chris as our teacher and we cant wait! We cant wait for the end of term reward – Go Karting!

**GO THE BLUES!**

Game Two: – NSW vs Queensland – Wednesday, 18 June 2014, 8.00pm AEST – ANZ Stadi-

**One Direction Facts**

- Zayne thanked the wrong country when he was performing on stage!
- Harry loves Ice cream
- And Liam is back together with girlfriend Sophia

Daniel went to Canberra for an excursion with Miss Ewa, Harley jack and Christian. Students from the Waratah Centre also went. Daniel said he had a great time! Questacon was amazing and so was go karting!

Song of the week: Artist– Sigma, Nobody to love

**Who created facebook?**

Mark Elliot Zuckerberg

Birthday: May 14 1984

Time magazine named him one of the top 100 wealthiest and influential men in the world.

Zuckerberg became the world’s youngest billionaire in 2008 when he was just 23 years-old. As of September last year he was worth $1.5billion, making him the 66th wealthiest billionaire on the planet despite being only 29 years-old.

Researched by: Dan – Kieran
The first book, Star Wars: From the Adventures of Luke Skywalker was published in November 12, 1976. The Star Wars movie was made in 4 May 1977. The game was released in North America on September 16, 2008, in Australia and Southeast Asia on September 17.

Converse was founded in February 1908. Converse has become a fashionable shoe of choice for many celebrities including Drew Barrymore, Demi Lovato, and Kristen Stewart, who wore
FUTURE ORIGIN BLUES
STARS IN THE MAKING

Rowland Hassall Rugby League stars have given notice to NSW Blues to watch out, they are ready to take on the Queensland Origin team.

The RHS boys tackled, side stepped and passed all the skills to become future NRL players of the future.

World Cup Fever about to Begin.

The Sports Stars have recently begun investigating all things World Cup football or soccer.

The reporters are researching all things about the game.
Hello everyone, this week it was the River Trip on Wednesday. Well done to the students who went in the mud to clean up the river! Just a reminder that Monday is the due date for our Happiness Photo Competition so get snapping! Have a happy weekend and see you all on Monday.

Anthony Winderbanks
School Captain